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APPENDIX A

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

1

Cintichem, Inc. Docket No. 70-687
Tuxedo, New York 10987 License No.SNM-639

As a result of the inspection conducteti or March 28-31, 1989 and in accordance
with the NRC Enforcement Policy (10 CFA 2, Appendix C), the following violations
were identified:

SNM License No.639 requires in Section 3.2.1.1 that hand and foot counters
capable of detecting alpha and or beta-gamma contamination, as appropriate,
be rovided at routine exits of the facility. Employees shall be required to !

mon tor themselves and report contamination levels above alarm set points.

Contrary to the above, as of March 31, 1989 and for an undetermined period ofi
time prior to this date, numerous individuals monitoring themselves for
beta-gamma contamination at the main exit from the facility, actuated counter
alarm set points and the employees did not make notifications of the instances. 1

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement IV).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Cintichem, Inc. is hereby required
to submit to this office within thirty days of the date of the letter which
transmitted this Notice, a written statement or explanation in realy, d; including:
corrective steps which will be taken to avoid further violations; and (3)((1) the corrective steps which have been taken and the results ac11 eve

e

date when full compliance will be achieved. Where good cause is shown, i

consideration will be given to extending this response time. J
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